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General Books LLC. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 46 pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x
7.4in. x 0.1in.This historic book may have numerous typos and
missing text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of
the original book (without typos) from the publisher. Not
indexed. Not illustrated. 1906. Excerpt: . . . GLOSSARY Alternate--
Not opposite each other, placed singly along a stem. Anther--The
part of a stamen which bears the pollen. Apetalous--Without
petals. Axil--The upper angle between leaf and stem. Berry--A
fruit whose seeds are embedded in pulp. Biennial--Living two
years. Bract--A small leaf below a flower or flower-cluster. Bulb--
A short, thick, scaly, underground stem. Calyx--The outer set of
flower-leaves. Catkin--A scaly spike. Close Pollination--Transfer
of pollen from stamens to pistils of same flower. Compound
Leaf--A leaf divided into leaflets. Corm--A scaly bulb. Corolla--
The inner circle of flower-leaves. Cross Pollination--Transfer of
pollen from stamens of one flower to pistil of another flower of
same kind. Family--A group of related genera. Filament--The
part of a stamen which supports the anther. Fruit--The ripened
ovary with its contents and whatever adheres to the ovary.
Gamopetalous--Having the petals united. Generic--Belonging to
a genus. Genus--A group of species that closely resemble...
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